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Gaming-Festival DreamHack (11)
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: A visitor of the DreamHack at the fair in Leipzig wears VR glasses. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Participants of the DreamHack sit in front of their computers at the fair in Leipzig. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Participants of the DreamHack sit on the fair in Leipzig between their camp beds, air mattresses and their computers. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Case modder Ronny Moor from Berlin shows his unique computer cases at the DreamHack in Leipzig. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Case modder Ronny Moor from Berlin shows his unique computer cases at the DreamHack in Leipzig. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Participants of the DreamHack sit in front of their computers at the fair in Leipzig. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Participants of the DreamHack sit on the fair in Leipzig between their camp beds, air mattresses and their computers. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Participants of the DreamHack sit in front of their computers at the fair in Leipzig. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: The illuminated keyboard of a participant of the DreamHack can be seen at the fair in Leipzig. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Visitors of the DreamHack at the fair in Leipzig play at the PlayStation. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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15 February 2019, Saxony, Leipzig: Participants of the DreamHack sit in front of their computers at the fair in Leipzig. For the three-day gaming festival, the organizers are again expecting thousands of computer game enthusiasts. A special highlight this year will be the German Casemod Championship, in which model builders will compete for the most elaborate computer design. Photo: Hendrik Schmidt/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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